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Circle Time Makeover- Creative Spins on Classic Favorites! 
Engaging Everyone at Circle Time: Move & Learn Together:  

By: Amy Schlessman, DPT, DHS                    schlessmanamy@gmail.com 
Facebook: Bright Minds Busy Bodies                   Instagram: brightmindsbusybodies 

Twitter: @MindsBodies                                 You Tube Channel: Bright Minds Busy Bodies 
          

Objectives:  
Upon completion of 
this course, you will 
be able to: 

Upon completion of this workshop, you 
will be able to: (1) Describe and apply: (a) 
the benefits of physical activity, (b) 
general exercise principles for young 
children, and (c) the link between physical 
activity and learning (including recent 
research).  
 
  

(2) Implement creative, practical activities into 
circle time combining movement and learning with 
classic circle time songs and activities   
 

          

Benefits of Physical 
Activity: 
  

 Helps control: 
-weight 
 

Improves: 
-participation in 
activities  
-sense of well being 
-Improves academic 
readiness 

Increases and 
maintains:  
-heart and lung 
efficiency 
-strength, flexibility, 
mobility,& coordination  
-bone structure and 
strength 

Decreases:  
-risks of many chronic 
diseases (i.e. heart 
disease, diabetes)  
-anxiety, depression  

 Physical Activity 
Recommendations 
for Children:  
60 minutes or more 
each day 

Aerobic Activity 
 

Moderate Intensity: daily (example: walking)  
and  
Vigorous Intensity: at least 3 days a week 
(example: running)  

**should make up most 
of child's 60 or more 
minutes of physical 
activity each day 

         
Muscle 
Strengthening 

at least 3 days per week as part 60 or more 
minutes 

(example: push ups, 
gymnastics)  

   
Bone 
Strengthening 

at least 3 days per week as part 60 or more 
minutes 

(example: jumping 
rope, running) 

          

Combining Early 
Learning and 
Development 
Standards with  
Physical Activity: 
-Link between 
physical activity, 
cognitive function, 
and academic 
achievement: 
SUPPPORTED  
***Recent Research: 

In addition to the 
health benefits of 
physical activity for 
students, research 
indicates physical 
activity also results 
in academic 
benefits  

A meta-analysis of 59 
studies from 1947 to 2009 
Fedewa and Soyeon 2011  
Physical activity has a 
significant and positive 
effect on academic 
achievement and cognitive 
outcomes  
Aerobic exercise had the 
greatest effect 
 

Systematic review 
of 28 studies 
(most betw, 2010-
2015): Mura et al 
2015  
Effectiveness of 
school-based 
physical activity 
interventions on 
academic 
achievement, 
especially 
cognitive 
performance       
 

Physical activity in the 
classroom executed by 
teachers improved 
physical activity and 
physical fitness 
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 ***Recent 
Research: 
 
 
 

Participation in 
physical activity: 
associated with 
increased 
academic 
achievement  
Castelli et al 2007; 
Chomitz et al 2009;  
Coe et al 2006; 
Roberts et al 2010, 
Singh et al 2012,  
Pontifex et al 2013, 
Lees and Hopkins 
2013, Becker et al 
2014, Ardoy et al 2014,  
Esteban-Cornejo et al 
2015.  

-Studies with 245 
ethnically diverse 
preschoolers: Aerobic 
fitness and motor skills 
were related to better 
memory and attention 
 
Classroom-based high-
intensity interval activity 
improves off-task behavior 
Ma et al 2014 
    
 

Participation in physical activity:   
1) increased school achievement 
2) better cognitive control and memory task 
performance 
3) more adaptive and efficient brain function  
Chaddock, Voss, Kramer 2012; Chaddock, 
Pontifex, Hillman 2011 
 

          

Today: Practical 
Strategies: 

Using Physical Activity in 
the Classroom: 

Strategies that 
involve: 

Minimal: planning, space, equipment, & 
expense 
  

          

***Important Note ***:  
              

SAFETY: All activities discussed today need to be performed with adult supervision.               
Bright Minds Busy Bodies/Kid Dynamics LLC and Amy Schlessman are not responsible for any 

injury that may occur during exercise as recommended in this presentation.  

          

Activity: Materials: Activity Descriptions  Academics: 

 

5 Little 
Ducks 
  
 
 
*Farm Theme 
*Spring Theme 

1. bridge: 3 paper 
towel/wrapping 
paper tubes. 
fence: 4 granola 
bar boxes or 
grocery bags, 
Barn: 2 cereal 
boxes or shoebox 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
1. Obstacle course: ducks come back: 
waddling over bridge (step over paper 
towel rolls), between fence (8 granola 
bar boxes), in front of barn (2 cereal 
boxes)   

Language/Literacy & Social 
Studies 1. Demonstrate position 
& directional words (inside, in 
front) 
2. Obtain things they want (i.e.  
goods/services; environmental 
print) in social skills (turn taking) 

2. none needed  
 
(pictures of 
actions & words 
helpful) 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
2. sit, stand, & move in standing: Act 
out song/book: “hills”-march; “far away”- 
tiptoe; “waddle”- squat  

Language/Literacy: 1. Begin to 
visualize, represent, & sequence 
an understanding of text through 
a variety of media & play 

3. blue painters 
tape or blue non- 
skid material for 
“lake”, use 
box/shopping 
bag/class 
furniture for 
“faraway”  

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
3. 5 students at a time act as ducks: 
Waddle around blue cloth & sing song; 
each time 1 more students does not 
come back to lake, count kids still at 
lake (students hide behind box or class 
furniture for “faraway”) 
 

Math, Social Studies  
1. Determine “how many” in sets 
of 5 or fewer objects.  
2. Use play, physical materials 
or drawings to model a simple 
problem (5 ducks and 1 does not 
come back, how many left?)  
3. Understand how sharing 
materials will meet everyone’s 
wants (e.g., turn taking)  

4. each student 
gets a solid color 
sticker/paper or 
paper duck on 
clothespin (3-4 
colors, i.e. blue , 
yellow, green); 
blue non skid 
material for “lake” 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
4. Call students back except for one 
color duck (i.e. by color paper); students 
sit in columns around “Lake” by their 
color duck; determine few/most on 
graph—blue, yellow, green ducks  
other option: different characteristics 
determine who stays at “lake”, group by 

Language/Literacy, Math:  
1. Place objects in floor graph 
according to one attribute (e.g., 
size, color, shape or quantity). 
2.. Select the category that has 
the most or fewest objects in a 
floor (e.g. “green ducks”) 
3. Attend to speakers, stories, 
poems and songs.                     
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with each color 
labeled at bottom 
for graph 

student clothing such “students wearing 
boots come back”  
 

4. Follow simple oral directions. 
5. Participate in recitation of 
books, poems, chants, songs 
and nursery rhymes                   

5. none needed 
 
(pictures of 
actions/ objects & 
words helpful) 
 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
5. change lyrics to say “past the 
horse/tractor/frog/farm truck/farmer with 
hammer & far away,” then make the 
sound of that object and act out the 
animal walk or farmer action 

Language/Literacy  
1. Differentiate between sounds 
that are the same and different 
(e.g., farmer sounds vs. animal 
sounds) 
 

6. -Sun on paper, 
moon on paper  
-Pictures: diurnal 
& nocturnal 
animals  
-On Wall: painter 
tape;  
-On Floor: 2 
boxes & bean 
bags or small 
balls 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
6. change lyrics to say “out one day 
past the ____ (day time objects: birds, 
mailman, sun) & far away” or “out one 
night past the ___ (night objects: bats, 
fireflies, owl, moon) & out of sight,” then 
make the sound of that object and act 
out the animal walk or action; sort 
students into 2 groups (night vs. day 
animals/objects/events) 

Science  1. Begin to identify & 
use language of units of time 
(i.e. Day, night) 
2. Begin to use terms such as 
night and day, sun and moon to 
describe personal observations. 
3. Observe and represent the 
pattern of day and night through 
play or conversation.  
4. Sorting day vs. night 

animals/objects/events 

Activity: Materials: Activity Descriptions   
Academics: 
 

5 
Green 
Speckled 

Frogs   
 
 
 

1. -blue painters tape or 
blue non skid material for 
“pool;”  
-yarn or clothesline for “log” 
- clothespins (for “bugs” in 
the air) 

 ***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
1. students at a time act as frogs: act 
out song, tiptoe reach to remove 
clothespin bug and then jump into pool 
 

Language/Literacy, Science,         
1. Participate in recitation of 
books, poems, chants, songs 
and nursery rhymes                  
2. Determine “how many” in sets 
of 5 or fewer objects.                 
3. Use play, physical materials 
or drawings to model a simple 
problem (5 frogs and 1 does not 
come back, how many left?) 

2. blue painters tape or blue 
non skid material for “pool;” 
4 thin strips on brown non 
skid material or tape for 
log—place around pool  

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
2. student determine differences among 
classmates clothing, sort themselves 
onto different logs; act out song/story 
(pink shirt frogs jumped into the pool, 
white sock frogs, etc) (can also change 
action from jump into pool to: tip toe, 
side step, crawl, etc into pool) (action 
cube optional) 
 

Science, math 
1. Recognize physical 
differences among same class of 
people, animals  
2. Sort familiar objects by 1 or 
more property (size shape, 
function) 
3. Record & communicate 
findings through variety of 
methods (e.g. pictures, words, 
graphs, act out) 

3. Frog Toss: students act 
like “frogs” tossing items 
into “lake”  
-small container with 1-2 
inches of water in it; various 
small items (half that float & 
half that sink), label each 
item with a frog picture (i.e. 
ball pit balls; milk carton 
caps; pudding cups; 
crayons)   

3. Predict sink or float? Do the sink or 
float dance: squat down, then tiptoe 
stance with arms out; then act out song 
and students take turns throwing their 
item into the pool (sing: “sink or float, 
sink or float, if it sinks, you’ll need a 
boat”)   
 

Science  
1. Predict what will happen next 
based on previous experiences 
(e.g., when a glass falls off the 
table and hits the tile floor, it 
most likely will break). 
2. Investigate natural laws acting 
upon objects, events and 
organisms (e.g., repeatedly 
dropping objects to observe 
the laws of gravity). 
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3. Use one or more of the 
senses to observe & learn about 
objects, organisms & 
phenomena for a purpose (i.e. 
discuss / record/ classify/ 
compare). 

4.Letter match “lily pads” 
with non skid material 
-Place corresponding 
academic concept on card 
and non skid material  
-(i.e. Lower case letter on 
lily pad, Student name tags 
with corresponding upper 
case letter) 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
4. students frog-leap on lily pads & sing 
the song, when song stops students 
find the lower case letter to match their 
upper case letter  
 

Language/Literacy  
1. Attend to speakers, stories, 
poems and songs.                     
2. Follow simple oral directions. 
3. Recognize and name some 
upper and lower case letters in 
addition to those in first name.  

5. Tadpole/frog match: 4 
hula hoops for lily pads; 
assign half of class 
tadpoles/half frogs; 4 colors 
of frog/tadpole for each 
hoop, 1 per student  

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
5. students frog-leap around hula hoops 
& sing the song, first the various adult 
frogs take turns leaping into hula hoops 
“pool,” then tad poles take turns 
swimming to matching adult hoop  

Science 
1. Match familiar adult family 
members & animals with their 
young (e.g. cow/calf) 

Activity: Materials: Activity Descriptions   Academics: 

5 
Little 
Monkeys 

Jumping 

on the 
Bed 
  
 
 
 

1. strips of felt of various 
lengths, thickness and/or 
color for “band aids/ 
bandages;” are rug “bed;” 
place numbers on 
bandages  

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example: 
1. Students stand on an area rug “bed;” 
jump up & down; takes turns jumping off 
& sitting with legs out with felt bandage 
of leg…who has the longest, shortest 
bandage? Same length?  
 
 

Math, Social studies 
1.Order objects according to 
size, weight or length (or 
thickness) 
2. Engage in problem-solving 
behavior with decreasing adult 
support (e.g., negotiate roles in 
play, turn taking) 

2. Painters tape to make 
“bed”; sticker or tape for 
measuring distance jumped 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
2. students act out story; take turns 
placing toes on line & jumping forward 

Math: 
1. Measure length of jumps 
using non-standard units 

3. Masking tape to make 
“bed;” action pictures (jump, 
scoot, march); numbers 0-9 
in a container for 
“pillowcase” 
-action cards on cube or in 
baseball card album sheet 

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
3. students act out story; pick a number 
out of pillow case for number of times to 
do action (beside just jump) doing 
different actions off bed (i.e. march, 
tiptoe, walk backwards, scoot) 
 

Math & Science 
1.ID # 0-9 
2. Demo motion related words 
(e.g. roll, jump) 
3. Demonstrate understanding of 
motion related words (e.g., up, 
backward). 
 
 

4. none needed  
“Community Helpers”  
 
(pictures of things that 
break, tools & words 
helpful) 

4. Act out jumping off bed with new 
ailments besides head: chipped the 
paint; broke the floor; squashed his 
cake; broke the pipes….mama called 
the Dr & the Dr said…I don’t know call 
a..painter, plumber, baker, etc he will 
have a paint brush, wrench, mixer, 
etc—act out motion of that worker 

Science 
1. Identify intended purpose of 
familiar tools (e.g., hammer, 
paintbrush) 
2. Use familiar objects to 
accomplish a task ( cut tickets 
for a show with scissors) 
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5. none needed  
“Call the Rhyming Dr.” 
 
(pictures of actions & words 
helpful) 

5. New ailments, silly advice: action off 
bed rhymes with Dr’s silly advice: what 
to do: bumped his toes..,Dr says touch 
your nose; lips…twist hips; chair… 
shake hair; into a little ball…stand tall; 
tried to hide…step/slide 

Language/Literacy  
1. Identify matching sounds and 
recognize rhymes in 
familiar stories, poems, songs 
and words (e.g., cat/hat, 
dog/frog). 

          

Ten in 
the 

Bed  

 

 

 
 

1. sheet, blanket or 
parachute and painters 
tape; pictures of actions & 
words helpful (do this with 
many themes) *say move 
out instead of fell out* 

1. students sit legs out in a row with 
sheet on legs: Act out with rolling out of 
bed (log roll); then new actions out of 
bed: scoot, wiggle fast, crawl  

Science 
1. Demo understanding of 
motion related words (e.g., up, 
down, fast, slow, roll, jump, 
backward). 

2. pictures of 10; put each 
picture on a container (ball, 
tape roll, small box, 2 liter); 
preschool table; for “ramp” 
cardboard, binder or box 
lid. 
Predict & chart: roll vs. slide     

2. place 10 items on table; sing song; 
take turns sending items down ramp “off 
bed;” some students send items down 
ramp (roll vs slide), some catch the 
items on other side, others chart    

Science & Social Studies 
1. Predict what will happen next 
based (bounce, plop?) 
2. Explore moving objects in 
different ways (push, pull, kick) 
3. Engage in Problem solving 
4. Demo cooperative behavior 
 
 
 
 

Activity: Materials: Activity Descriptions   
 Academics: 
 

Way Up 
High in 
the 
Apple 
Tree 
 
  
 

1. Paper apples on tree 
(tree- trifold or large 
cardboard box); action 
cube/dice (jump, hop, 
sway, wiggle); names 
on apples   

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
1. Sing song, students take turns 
coming up to tree (via walk up, hop, 
jump to tree); shaking tree….then 
finding their own name  
 

Language/Literacy  
1. Identify own name in print. 
 
 

2. Obstacle course: 
Paper apples on tree 
(tree- trifold or large 
cardboard box); actions 
on apples with picture & 
text; small step stool; 
dice   

***Audience Participation HERE** 
Act out each Example:  
2. Sing song, students take turns 
coming up to tree (step up & down step 
stool); picking an apple, student 
determines actions & entire class does 
action (jump, touch toes, hand between 
knees; number of times with dice) 

Language/Literacy, math, 
science 
1.Count 1-10  
2. Demo understanding of 
motion related words (e.g., up, 
fast, slow, roll, jump, backward). 
3. Demo position & directional 
words (e.g., inside, in front)  
4. Understand meaning of new 
words from context of 
conversations, use of pictures 
that accompany text or use of 
concrete objects. 

3. Paper apples on tree 
(tree- trifold or large 
cardboard box); words 
& pictures on apples; 
rhyming words inside  
hopscotch squares of 
painters tape (ie. __at; 
__an; ap) (all __at’s in 
a row or __at & ___ap 
words mixed together) 

3. Sing song, students take turns 
coming up to tree (step up & down step 
stool); picking an apple, student 
determines word; then hops/jumps onto 
rhyming words 

Language/Literacy  
1. Identify matching sounds &  
rhymes  
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4. Shoe box for “tree” 
and apples are small 
balls of different wt, 
size & color.  
-3 sm. boxes for sorting 
-action cube/dice (jump, 
hop, sway, wiggle); 
names on apples 
(can have 3 sets for 
less down time)   

4. Sing song, students take turns 
coming up to tree (via walk up, hop, 
jump to tree); shaking tree… sorting 
apples into 3 buckets via throw, tiptoe to 
shelf, squat for low shelf or toss to 
bucket); record (via tally) on large paper 
the number going into each box/bucket 

Math, Science  
1. Sort familiar objects by 1 or 
more property (size, shape, 
function). 
2. Record & communicate 
findings through variety of 
methods (e.g. pictures, graphs) 

          

Small Group 
Activity 

 Each group is given an 
academic concept and  
equipment 

The group must MAKEOVER A circle 
time song with movement activity using 
the academic concept and equipment 
 
 
 
 
 

Then each group will share their 
activity 

          

Wrap Up 

 Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Questions Complete Evaluation Form 

Attendee 
Notes:  
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